
Splashy!

**About Splashy**

Splashy! is an arcade game in which players have to make a small ball bounce as far as possible.

It is important that the ball always jumps from one platform to the next and must not miss a single

one.

Splashy! is an entertaining, but quite challenging arcade game. The goal of the game is to make a

small blue ball jump as far as possible. The ball must always hop from one platform to the next.

For every platform, you get one point. If you miss a platform and your ball crashes into the abyss,

the round is over for you and you have to start over. As the game progresses, you can also collect

yellow diamonds that are on individual platforms. With these diamonds you can buy great extra

boosts. If you have achieved good scores, new skins for your ball and new platforms will also be

unlocked.

**Splashy! - Functions:** 

- Let the ball bounce: In Splashy! you control a small, blue ball that has to jump over as many

platforms as possible. To control the ball, all you have to do is touch the screen and direct the ball

to the right or left. Since you can only direct the ball to the right or to the left and have no control

over the bouncing of the ball, you'll probably need several attempts at the beginning until you

understand the controls. The aim of the game is to make the ball jump as far as possible. For this

purpose, the ball has to overcome platforms that change their color over the course of the game.

The more platforms you can jump over, the more points you collect. If you miss a platform and

your ball crashes down, the round is over for you.

- Bonus points: After crossing some platforms, small white circles appear on some platforms. If

you manage to direct the ball exactly to these points, you will receive bonus points. If you score

several perfect hits in a row, the bonus points get higher and higher.

- Collect diamonds: During the game, you can also collect yellow diamonds. With the collected

diamonds you can then buy great extras and power-ups. The diamonds can also be used for the

construction of your own world.

- Unlock new skins: If you have achieved good scores and played great rounds, new skins for your

ball or even new platforms will be unlocked. For example, you can turn your little blue ball into an

animal or a funny character.

Conclusion: Splashy! is a challenging arcade game that requires a bit of practice in the beginning.

Once you understand the control of the little ball, the game is highly addictive


